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sphere all changes which would democratize the character,
direction and structure of the state should be carried out *.
Again in October, in Florence, the national congress of
fasci demanded almost unanimously c a constituent assembly,
by whatever means, for a fundamental alteration of the law,
with the aim of achieving politically, socially and economi-
cally an entirely new state of affairs J. The idea of a
constituent assembly caught on chiefly amongst the more
politically minded groups of soldiers returning from the
war zone, who were now just beginning to be seen about
again at home. Pietro Nenni, in a book which is certainly
the best that has been written on the post-war crisis in Italy
(Storia di Quatro Anni}^ writes :
c Everyone who lived through those feverish months
when the joy of peace was mixed with profound dis-
satisfaction with social and political conditions in the
country, when all differences were merged into an almost
mystical exaltation of the rights of those who had fought,
everyone who can remember the first withdrawal of the
fighting forces to their home districts, will recall that there
was never a reunion or meeting or torchlight procession
without talk of the constituent assembly. The phrase
was passed on from zone to zone and was impressed on
the minds of the demobilized troops. Each man gave it
what meaning and value he liked. It was everything, and
it was nothing ; or, better, it could have been everything,
and came to nothing.3
Why did it come to nothing ? Because a £ mystical*
constituent assembly, of which so many component parts
were already in existence, could not really come into being
or function without action from the party which controlled
the masses. This party, however, had just removed the
constituent assembly from its programme. In the discussions
of December 1918 the majority of the parliamentary group
of the General Confederation of Labour had renewed their
claims of 1917 and declared for the constituent assembly;
but the party executive, elected at the Rome congress,
announced that henceforward their goal must be ' the
creation of the socialist republic and the dictatorship of the

